KTH Sales, Inc. presents:
EL-FI DRAINAGE CONTROL MONITOR

The EL-FI Drainage Control Monitor (DCM) cuts running costs and extends the
lifetime of submersible pumps by preventing dry running.
Eliminates most water-level detectors
Water-level detectors often fail by being
blocked by sludge. The El-FI DCM
overcomes this problem by using the pump
motor as its own load sensor. El-FI DCM
uses an algorithm to automatically calculate
appropriate pump run and pause periods to
continuously adjust pump operation to suit
the pit filling rate.

Minimal energy consumption
Changing the pumping cycle automatically to
suit the rate of water flowing into the pit
cuts energy consumption dramatically.
Moreover, this operational mode works well
even if the pump is immersed in sludge or
water/mud mixtures of varying viscosity.

Prolonged pump life
As shorter running and longer pauses result
from optimizing pumping cycles, there is less
wear and tear on pump components. In turn
this means less pump maintenance and fewer
spare parts.

No DCM maintenance costs
Unlike water-level detectors, which
often demand constant attention, EL-FI
DCM units are highly reliable electronic
devices that are maintenance-free and
protected in a cabinet.

Outstanding features are
standard with Emotron – the
leading innovator in load
monitor technology.

As the unit continuously monitors the pump
running time, the period elapsed is used to
determine the time of the following pause
period. The longer the run period; the
shorter the pause period. Thus pump
operation varies automatically according to
the pit filling rate.
The input power is calculated by measuring
voltage and current, which gives reliable
motor load measurements over the total load
range.

Easy installation, no maintenance
An EL-FI load monitor is simply integrated
with the asynchronous motor circuit, either
directly or via a current transformer.
After installation and the pump starts
pumping, the stop level is simply and quickly
set by pressing the unique Auto Set function
key. The appropriate stop level is then set
automatically just 3 seconds later. The
operator panel allows Auto Set to be used
when the pump is either immersed in water or
standing in a dry pit or tank.

As EL-FI DCM units are so small, they
can be mounted on a standard DIN rail
within a protective cabinet, often close to
the motor contact.

Tailoring operation
The monitor circuitry makes it possible to
perform a Reset or Auto Set function
externally, and to connect a pump
temperature sensor. Alarms can be triggered
when preset underload, phase pattern and
phase asymmetry values are exceeded.
Selectable digital input for High Level,
external Reset or external Auto Set
functions is also provided.

Keeping you well informed
The El-FI DCM presents a variety of data on
its display panel, including various times and
measurements, and can check a number of
parameters.

Technical data

* CE-marked only.
•
Emotron is developing and supplying equipment for control and protection of industrial processes
and machines driven by electrical motors, featuring the following product groups:
Shaft power monitors
Soft starters
Frequency inverters
Custom designed drives and power electronics
KTH Sales is pleased to offer complete Turnkey electrical control panels for simplex or duplex pumping
stations. We can provide submersible pumps for wastewater including shredder, grinder and high abrasive
applications. Some models are available in 316SS construction. We can also provide self-priming or long
shaft vertical pumps of almost any metal alloy.
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